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He was an orphan from the hills of Tennessee and he
hadn’t eaten in three days. With the front of his stomach making friends with the back, he was in no
position to let an opportunity slip by unnoticed. And when Chancy defended his new herd of cattle
with a shotgun, he didn’t miss. The dead man left a pistol on the ground. Chancy needed a spare
and, after stowing it in his bedroll, forgot about it. He had a cattle drive to finish and a profit to
make.But the gun had a history. Another killing had taken place and Chancy would never know the
truth until it was too late. Now, locked in a jail cell with an angry, drunken mob outside and time
running out, he must somehow find a way to prove his innocence.

Reviews of the Chancy by Louis L'Amour
Kadar
I have thought I read every book Louis wrote.
But where did this one come from?
This book is full of action, characters are described well, the story is fast paced with a minimum of
inaction. It has everything a great writer could develop.

Enone
The opening paints the hero as a crafty, borderline thief, but one soon finds out that this lead
character is a tough cousin of the Sacketts from the hills of Tennessee. His apparent duplicity is
exactly what he claimed it to be, a way out of a bad jam for the "losers" in the deal. Little by little
L'Amour develops the hero's history, belief system, and sets the stage for what unfolds ... a western
tale you'll find hard to put down. Kudos again for a great storyteller!
Saberblade
I think this is the last review of this authors books I will be doing you can only say excellent so many
times the books never get below four stars most five simply the best western writer ever.
Warianys
The story could last longer but. It is only because the characters are interesting and continuing to
learn their lives interesting. I will continue to follow this author.
Hugighma
Good book. Really held my interest and my wife read it and liked it too.
Grari
Very good read like most of his books.Would have like d to have more tales of the side characters
though.
Armin
Louis Lamour at his best. If you like Louis Lamour, you'll love Chancy. I like Louis Lamour, started
reading his books when I was 10. Most of his stories are real similar, especially the westerns. The
main character always overcomes some childhood adversity, is always physically stronger than the
average man, above 6' tall, makes a boatload of money and when's the girl. If you like that sort of
thing, like I do, then you'll love Chancy.
It kinda kept you on the edge of your seat. Had trouble putting it down. I like these type of stories.
Would continue reading more of these types of stories.
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